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A Message From The

JWS President
eper

Brent Pi

Fellow Alumni,,

This coming November marks the closing of a chapter for three longstanding members
of the John Whittenberger Society Board. After serving two four-year terms Trena Depel (UB ‘92, ‘93, ‘94), Julie
Rowlas (Hon ‘02), and I bid farewell. We are extremely grateful for the opportunity to extend our passion for Union
Board to student leaders and all members of the John Whittenberger Society.
Much like serving on Union Board as a student director, the John Whittenberger Society board experience holds
many similarities. There’s a sense of pride and historical significance in the role; colleagues who serve bring high
aspirations and hold those seated to their left and right accountable; one year to the next is filled with anticipation;
and most of all it’s a volunteer position that gives back far more than any one person can contribute.
As stated in the JWS constitution, the board’s purpose is to maintain a connection with Union Board alumni and
friends, to promote projects and to raise funds for the benefit of Indiana University and the Indiana Memorial
Union.
Individuals many of us hold dear provided the vision to start this board. Guided by Winston Shindell, Executive Director of the Indiana Memorial Union, 1981-2004 and the late Eugene Fletchall (UB ‘32-33, ‘33-34), the John Whittenberger Society Board was inaugurated in 1988. With support from John Hobson BS ’68, MS ‘69, former senior
vice president at the Indiana University Alumni Association, JWS was led by its first president, James Hetherington
(UB ‘52-53), then followed by Stephen Moberly (UB ‘61-62).
I could not be more humbled than to have worked alongside so many great student leaders and board members
over the past eight years. My colleagues who are departing made significant contributions. Trena Depel and Susan
Nussbaum (UB ‘82-83) (who will continue on the board) worked diligently to improve this newsletter’s content
and design with former IMU marketing staffer Kelly Carnahan, and especially with IMU Marketing Director Cheryl
Crouch and her design staff consisting of Damen Morris and Shanay Payne with support from IMU Assistant Director, Activities and Events, Rob Meyer. Julie Rowlas was instrumental in her leadership throughout the Union Board
Centennial. And most recently, Trena’s foresight to expand recruitment efforts for board directorship has already
been met with tremendous response by this constituency. These examples are just the beginning of what could
be a long document reflecting the ways their accomplishments are directing the impact and future of your John
Whittenberger Society.
We leave the board in excellent fiscal position thanks to your generous private support and prudent investment
decisions at the IU Foundation. As five new energetic advisory board members are voted in this fall, they will have
been provided by the current board the best practices in fundraising, a healthy relationship with university administration, and great optimism for what the years ahead.
It has been a privilege to be part of the JWS board leadership. A personal word of appreciation to each of you who
I’ve called on for volunteer leadership projects through the years. Thank you for the opportunity.
Warm Regards,

President, John Whittenberger Society
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Biennial Weekend November 4-6, 2011
Mark your calendars! It hardly seems possible that two years have passed since the
Centennial celebration, but the 37th gathering of Union Board alumni is planned for
November 4-6. The weekend will feature additional programming and will honor
scholarship recipients on Friday evening with Saturday’s banquet to celebrate Union
Board of directors alumni and current leadership. Updates will be posted on the John
Whittenberger Society website www.jws.indiana.edu.

JWS Scholarships
Director Awards
UB Alumni Scholarship

Erika Hall
Vice President for Membership
Hometown: Avon, IN
Major: English and Political Science
UB Alumni Scholarship

Eugene D. Fletchall Scholarship

Darius Sawyers
Outreach director
Hometown: Indianapolis, IN
Major Exercise Science and Biology

Milton “Josh” Fineberg Scholarship
AJ O’Reilly
Canvas director
Hometown: Portage, IN
Major: Graphic Design

Claude Rich Scholarship
Brandon Fowler
Spirit of IU director
Hometown: Bellmore, NY
Major: Economics

Rosemary V. Tanner Scholarship
Amanda Malkowski
Public Relations director
Hometown: Wexford, PA
Major: Journalism

Rosemary V. Tanner Scholarship
Emily McGowan
Design director
Hometown: Fort Wayne, IN
Major: English; Minor in Business

Committee Awards
Edward J. Pinto Scholarship

Brianne Eby
Hometown: Dayton, OH
Major: Psychology and French

Richard N. McKaig Scholarship
Yuzia Zheng
Hometown: Beijing, China
Major: Tourism Management

Committee Member Scholarships
Diane Osland
Hometown: Noblesville, IN
Major: Journalism, Spanish
Michelle Sauer
Hometown: Avon, IN
Major: Business Economics
and Public Policy
Anne Sharpe
Hometown: Chesterton, IN
Major: Arts Management
Grace Ortuzar
Hometown: Carmel, IN
Major: Economics and
Political Science

Bridgett Henwood
Hometown; Danville, IL
Major: English and Liberal Arts
Management Program (LAMP)
David Divine
Hometown: South Bend, IN
Major: Legal Studies
John Tejcek
Hometown: Town & Country, MO
Major: Political Science and Art
History
Aubrey Little
Hometown: Carmel, IN
Major: Exercise Science
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A Message From The

IMU Executive Director

Bruce Jacobs
We are entering the final year of the IMU’s five-year strategic

plan and the goals stated in the plan have helped us ensure that
the Union continues to build upon its impressive legacy. With the
plan’s objectives firmly in mind, we’ve been making improvements
in several ways. Let me give you some examples:

 Position the Union as central and relevant to student life.

We’ve brought more student groups to the IMU Tower for exclusive student use. Another way we’ve made the Union “central and
relevant to student life” is the addition of the Student Technology
Center at the west end of the mezzanine level, which has resulted
in high use and led us to keep the entire building open 24/7 during
the fall and spring semesters.

 Improve programmatic offerings to entertain,

build community, and activate the building.
Union Board reinvents itself every year. New directors and

Around the IMU
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Turning the IMU’s Strategic Plan into
Tangible Changes
committee members always bring new ideas for entertainment,
programs, and activities, many of which take place at the Union.
Recently we have made a concerted effort to “build community”
by reaching out to groups on campus that have been less active in
the IMU, such as international students, which has resulted in the
Union being home base for the International Student Orientation
each fall and spring. According to a recent independent survey,
international students rated the IMU as the top place to go on
campus.
Additionally, the freshman orientation program now brings every
family to the IMU for lunch. This provides each incoming student
with the opportunity to connect with the Union from the very beginning. We want them to get the sense early on that this is their
“home away from home.”

 Improve food service offerings to fulfill customers’ demands.

We added Baja Fresh, the Mexican grill restaurant, and it has been
a big success and more demand-driven changes are on the way:
the Marketplace food court will be reconfigured over the summer
of 2011 to include a new sushi bar and Salad to Go, which will
offer fresh salads, a “grab-and-go” selections will be moved to the
former location of Delights. Starting this fall, the Residence Hall
Meal Plans will offer options for purchasing meals at the IMU,
a longstanding desire of students.
In all of these ways and more, everyone at the IMU is working
hard to ensure that your Union is stronger than ever. Training
practices for our staff include an emphasis on this building’s
storied history and the role it plays on the campus. Working
together in this way, the future is ours to make.

Greening of the IMU

The Why, How, and Who of the IMU
Pushing to Become More Sustainable

Why?
Sustainability at the IMU simply makes sense on multiple levels. Whenever you
reduce energy and water usage, you immediately achieve two highly valuable goals—less

harm is done to the environment and money is saved. Over the long term when you take steps
to make sustainability a core characteristic of a building, you help to ensure that the structure
will be in place for generations to come.
But it goes beyond that. A greener IMU also leads by example and promotes sustainability to
the thousands of people who visit the building each year. By pursuing Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) certification for existing buildings, the IMU demonstrates
that all buildings have the potential to become more environmentally friendly. By establishing
sustainability practices that people can see and use, the IMU encourages people to become
more actively involved in environmental stewardship.

How? Here is a partial list of ways in which the IMU is turning green:
 Solar panels have been installed on the roof that are used to generate electricity.












The amount of electricity generated is small relative to the total amount used, but
the educational impact is big.
All of the windows have been replaced with more energy-efficient windows.
Many of the water fountains have water bottle refill stations.
Water-saving shower heads have been installed in all of the hotel rooms and flow
restrictors have been installed in sink faucets.
Public restrooms have automated flushing systems that reduce water usage.
Lower-wattage compact florescent light bulbs have replaced many of the
higher-wattage incandescent bulbs.
There are more localized controls for heat and air-conditioning which make it
possible to reduce use in spaces that are not being used.
Additional metering and monitoring of electricity, gas, water, and steam provide
the data needed to find ways to make further reductions in usage.
An integrated pest management system has been adopted, which sharply reduces
the need for pesticides by focusing on cleaning and maintenance procedures.
Environmentally friendly cleaning products are used, along with microfiber cloths,
which reduce the amount of cleaning solution needed.
The use of volatile organic compounds (VOC) has been substantially reduced through
the use of paints and adhesives that are either low-VOC or no-VOC.
The Dunn Meadow Café offers more locally-grown food, reusable plates and flatware,
and recyclable take-out containers.

Who?
Many people are working together to pursue sustainability at the Union. IU Bloomington’s Director of Sustainability Bill Brown successfully acquired a grant from Duke Energy that
funded work toward gaining LEED certification for the IMU. The solar panels on the roof were
paid in part by a $12,000 donation from the IU Student Foundation to the Sierra Club’s Coal
Free IU project. Union Board, IMU Director Bruce Jacobs, Associate Director Thom Simmons,
and Assistant Director of Facilities Gary Chrzastowski have all worked on planning and enacting many of the changes.

As the IMU continues along its path to a greener future, keep in mind that the ultimate “who”
of a greener IMU is you. Everyone plays a role in reducing energy consumption and supporting sustainability.
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A Message From The

Union Board President
Evan M. Farrell

Dear Alumni,

I am proud to say our programming efforts last spring were successful. The most highly recognizable program was our Little Five
Hundred concert, which sold out Assembly Hall in two days. The show featured rap and R&B artists Lil Wayne, Rick Ross, Nicki Minaj,
and Travis Barker. The event was a huge success.
During recent years Union Board has worked with the IMU administration and Residential Programs & Services (RPS) to allow students the
opportunity to use some of the meal points in the IMU. Beginning this fall students will be able to allocate set levels of their meal points to
be used in the Union. We hope for further improvements regarding meal points and will work continuously to make the meal plans as
beneficial for students as possible.
The strengths and ambitions of our directors stretch far beyond the classroom and the Bloomington community. This summer we had
directors with internships everywhere from Minnesota to California to Tennessee. We also had directors attending summer school. Not only
will these experiences in the workplace and the classroom propel our careers to greater heights, they will also prove useful as we serve the
campus, and close our term as directors in January.
Four assistant directors were selected to serve on the summer board: Brianne Eby, Carly Garber, Jessica Thomas, and Bridgett Henwood. In
my absence, AJ O’Reilly, Director of Canvas, was the Chair of the Summer Board and held regular meetings to develop programming efforts.
Here are a few of their programs:
• Screening films such as Dumb and Dumber, Space Jam, and more
• Concert on Kirkwood Avenue featuring local artists
• Pool Party at the IU Outdoor Pool
This past spring Adam Callahan, graduate advisor, graduated from Indiana University’s Higher Education Student Affairs Program (HESA), and
will be leaving the university. We congratulate Adam on his wonderful accomplishment, but are sad to see him leave. Adam advised multiple
committees, and contributed a great deal to the development of our students.
This fall we welcome Demetri Morgan as our new graduate advisor. Demetri recently graduated from the University of Florida, and will be
a student in the HESA program.
This fall we will be hosting the 37th Biennial Reunion; welcoming alumni to join us in celebrating 102 years of Union Board history. I am
eager to speak with you, and share the experiences we have all undertaken in service to a profound organization.
We are looking forward to this fall and all it has in store for us as a board, and how we can impact student experiences at Indiana University.
Thank you for your continued support. We hope to see you at the reunion, November 4-6, 2011.
Sincerely,

President
2011 Indiana Memorial Union Board
ubpres@indiana.edu

Our Mission...

We, the 2011 Indiana Memorial Union Board of Directors, strive to unify the campus through
engaging and diverse programming. We are dedicated to maintaining the spirit and traditions
of Indiana University while forging a path of innovation. By stimulating the exchange of ideas
and expression through intellectual and enriching opportunities, we aim to promote character,
encourage integrity and support an environment of creativity and growth.
Approved at the Malkin Retreat, January 15, 2011
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BUZZWORTHY NEWS!
New Grad Assistant Demetri Morgan

Demetri Morgan joins the Union Board as a graduate advisor this
fall, as a student in the Higher Education and Student Affairs program. Demetri earned his undergraduate degree from the University
of Florida. “I look forward to being a part of the Union Board and
helping students develop and reach their goals and dreams. Union
Board is well respected on the IU Bloomington Campus and is known
for its great diversity of programming. I am glad to be a part of this
outstanding organization.”

The Golden Book Digitalization
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Noramlly located in the IMU Memorial Room, the Golden Book,
which records the names of the men and women of Indiana University who have served in the wars of the Republic, is currently at
the Wells Library. Staff are photographing each page from which a
digital version of the book will be created. Once the digital version
is completed, visitors to the Memorial Room will be able to browse
the e-book at their leisure. A second digital only volume of the
Golden Book will begin once the original is digitized and will contain
the names of more recent IU veterans. The digital version will be
unveiled on Veterans Day, November 11, 2011. The project is a collaborative effort between the Indiana Memorial Union, the Dean of
Students, Veterans Support Services, University Information Technology Services, and the Digital Library Project.

Digital Minutes and Scrapbook Project

Union Board meeting minutes and scrapbooks from 2001-2008
are approaching the end phase of their conversion to digital form
through a project funded during 2009’s Centennial Celebration.
Every bound volume of minutes was delivered to IU Archives where
archivists poured over the materials during the past year, coded each
page and identified conflicting source materials. This spring Union
Board professional staff clarified informational details presented
by the archive staff and the minutes currently are now scheduled
for scanning. These newly digitized minutes tentatively should be
ready for electronic viewing by November, and once completed the
scrapbook digitization will commence. Additional contributions for
this project are welcomed and encouraged. To contribute to the
digitization of these precious UB memories, please contact the JWS
Advisory Board at jws1909@indiana.edu.

December 1942

1909-1910
of Directors
First Board
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Scenes from a Film Series
Snapshots of UB’s Historic Tradition of Showing Movies

There’s something about the experience you just can’t put your
finger on. Is it the big screen and the popcorn? Maybe it’s that
you’re sharing the event with a bunch of other people. You
don’t know who they are or what they’re like, but who cares? In
the darkened room, you’re all laughing, crying, being thrilled or
facing horror together. You’re at the movies!
Give credit to early UB members who saw that providing a
“moving-picture show” was another effective way to fulfill their
mission of unifying the campus. On December 2, 1914, just
four days before of the fifth anniversary of the founding of the
Student Union, they showed a movie in the Student Building
and charged five cents for admission. This is the first known
instance of motion pictures being shown for entertainment on a
U.S. college campus.
The 1915 Arbutus notes the originality of the idea, saying, “A
moving-picture show was installed in the Student Building, an
idea absolutely new, which attracted wide spread attention from
unions at other universities.” Then the 1916 Arbutus tells us, “A
moving picture show on the campus is operated year around,
and pictures of the highest quality obtainable are shown twice
weekly.” The UB Film Series had begun.
It’s still going strong because movies have a universal appeal
that cut across all societal groupings. Students gather in one
place to enjoy an evening of entertainment together. Given John
Whittenberger’s celebrated drive to counter divisive tendencies
on campus, there is a touching symmetry in the fact that the
Film Series has found its home in the auditorium that carries
his name. Surely he would be thrilled by this program from the
Union he worked so hard to found.
If Whittenberger were a student today, he’d probably go to a
lot of movies. It’s so easy. It’s currently free, but it’s never been
expensive. Getting there is a cinch, because no one is that far
from the IMU. Films are shown at the same time and place over
and over, so you don’t even have to think, you can just show up.
Going to a movie is also one of those precious pleasures in life—
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1915 UB Films Advertisement

a genuinely fun activity. It’s an opportunity for students to take
a break from the stress of classes and relax with friends.
So as we approach the centennial of the Film Series, we invite
you to imagine creating a film that would dramatize the history
of the program. What scenes from over the years would you
include? Which famous actors would be best for portraying the
leading characters? Who could really do justice to Winston Shindell or Don Luse? Who should play you? And what music should
be used for the soundtrack?
While you ponder these crucial questions, let us share some of
the fruits of our research into Film Series history. Here are some
of the characters and events that need to find their way
into the script.

That’s Entertainment!

Sneaks

Films five nights a week, outdoor showings in Dunn Meadow,
shows at the pool, children’s matinees, student film festivals—
these have all been part of the UB Film Series. There’s clearly
no fixed recipe for creating a film series that works. Many approaches have been tried over the years in response to changing
preferences and changes in technology.

Sneak previews have proven themselves to be a great option for the
Film Series. They are free to students, UB gets paid by the film studio
to present them, and students flock to them. According to Benbrook,
it all started with The Big Chill.

In the mid 80s, if you didn’t catch a movie when it first came
out at commercial theaters, that was it. You missed it. That gave
Gil Benbrook (UB ’83-86) tons of scope. Benbrook holds the
distinction of serving as Films director for three years, beginning
in February of his freshman year. Under his direction, six films
were screened each week: two independent or foreign films
on Wednesday and Thursday nights, a blockbuster Friday and
Saturday nights, a midnight movie Friday and Saturday, a family
movie Sunday afternoon, and a classic film Sunday night.
Another way Benbrook sought to offer variety was by showing a silent film two or three times a year in the IU Auditorium
accompanied by organist Dennis James. James is a graduate of
the IU Jacobs School of Music and his mastery of silent film accompaniment has won worldwide acclaim. One show would be
at Halloween and another might be for Valentine’s Day.
Sometimes a fresh approach to marketing is the ticket. In the
late 90s, “the program wasn’t doing so well,” Lisa Kohnke (UB
’97) said. “The IMU was screening older films that students had
seen numerous times or could catch on cable.” She and advisor
Jeff Hoffman began to focus on getting new films as soon as they
were available for campus release. They also built fun themes
and contests around many of the films to entice more students
to attend. “It worked,” Kohnke said, “attendance increased
dramatically and we even sold out some shows. Before long, the
films program turned into a profitable committee for UB.”
Outdoor screenings have always had appeal, and Dashiell Voorhees (UB ’06, ’07) sweetened the pot by providing free pizza.
However there was a slight difficulty getting the pizzas to Dunn
Meadow on one occasion. “We were showing ‘V for Vendetta,’”
Voorhees said. “Rachel Elman (UB ’08), who was Films director
after me, was on my committee and she was driving the van
that was stuffed full of steaming hot pizzas. The windows got so
fogged up that it was almost impossible to drive.” Rest assured
that the pizzas did arrive safely and were eagerly devoured by
the crowd.

“When The Big Chill came out we were contacted by the studio about
doing a sneak preview, which no one on a college campus had done
before,” Benbrook said. “With selecting movies in general the task was
finding movies that students knew about and wanted to see, but here
was a movie that no one had ever heard about. We had to figure out
how to market it.”
Current Films director Graham Davis said that recent sneak previews
have been a hit. “There’s always a huge line to get the free tickets,”
Davis said. “At the last show, Bridesmaids, we had merchandise we
were throwing out—t shirts—and the audience was going crazy and
jumping up in their seats.”

A Night at the Oscars
We may not know how many Oscar parties have been thrown by
the Film Series, but we do have reports on at least two, one by Gil
Benbrook and another by Graham Davis. The minutes from the UB
meeting on April 12, 1983 include this passage:
Films: Gil reported last week’s attendance at 2,424 and revenue of
$1,157.50. He also said that Night at the Oscars was packed and the
IDS liked all five of our films this week. He then announced the winners of the Night at the Oscars contest. First prize went to himself. Out
of sheer generosity, however, he forfeited the prize to Cindy Solomon,
who placed second. He added that Paul Leeper did the worst—only 4
right.
Students were also treated to an Oscar party as part of the Film Series
this past spring. “We watched the entire show in the Whitt,” Davis
said. “We had a bunch of food, a red carpet and balloons. People
could guess who they thought was going to win for certain categories.
Once the winner of that category was announced, I would grab a bag
that had winning guesses and draw a name. That person would get
to come up on stage with me and pick up a DVD or a Scene It? trivia
game, along with a little trophy. Everyone had a great time.”

P for Projector
Without a projector, the film series can’t exist, and today the Whittenberger Auditorium boasts an excellent, relatively new 35 mm
projector. Voorhees was Films director when the current projector
was installed in the summer of 2007, and he is one of several directors who can attest to the problems the old projector caused. “The
new projector was amazing,” he said. “I had a lot less worries about it
breaking down. It would run itself.”
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A standing ovation is due to a former UB director,
who gave the money and helped secure the new
piece of equipment. Chris Klapheke (UB’78–79), a
Concerts director, wanted to do something specifically beneficial to UB and when he heard that the
old projector was breaking down, he decided that
providing the money for a new projector would be
a great way to help. Serendipitously he also knew
someone who had a fairly new projector for sale at
an excellent price.
Saving money on the cost of the new projector has
meant that part of Klapheke’s donation is helping
to cover maintenance costs on both the 35 mm
projector and the new digital projector that came
a year earlier along with the renovations to the
Whittenberger Auditorium. The renovations have
made a world of difference. Patrons were treated
to new seating, new screens, new carpet, fresh
paint, new wallpaper, and more sound absorption
boards. Going to the movies at the IMU has never
been better.

It Happened One Night
Showing a film seems to be a rather simple and
straight forward matter. What could go wrong?
Even though the vast majority of the screenings
have gone without a hitch, there have been a few
memorable moments which directors wish could
be left on the cutting room floor.
Imagine that you’re the UB Films director. It’s Saturday night at the Whittenberger Auditorium and
things are looking good. You’ve got a packed house
and you’ve already been to the projection booth to
confirm that all is well with getting the film loaded
and ready to roll. It’s time to start, so you’re ushering the stragglers into the auditorium, and as you
close the doors, the lights go down. The ads being
shown through the digital projector cease and the
35 mm projector kicks in. You look up and suddenly
across the large screen in bright bold letters is …
NAMTAB! NAMTAB??!!
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Kelly Foy Kijovsky (UB ’94, 95) faced this unanticipated development one night when showing
Batman. “The projectionist put the film in backwards,” Kijovsky said, “but we managed to get it
fixed without too much delay.” She also recalled
showing Schindler’s List, which is a particularly long
film. The film broke while it was being shown, and
in order to get it taped back together, committee
members had to stretch the film down the long
hallway on the second floor outside the projection
booth.
The problems aren’t always your fault. Benbrook
had the misfortune of receiving a reel for one film
that had been rewound incorrectly. This problem
escaped detection while the reels were being
spliced together to go on the platter. When all of
the reels of a film are shown through only one
projector, a large platter is used to hold the entire
spliced together film. The first reel played fine, but
“halfway into the movie, it suddenly starts going
backwards without sound,” Benbrook said. “We
were completely flustered and didn’t know what
to do. Luckily for us, it turned out that a Film and
Media Studies professor was in the audience. She
instantly knew what was wrong and came to the
projection room. She could see the panic in our
eyes. She gave us perfect instructions, and we were
able to fix it and get the film running again.”
The UB Film Series has such a rich history that no
brief report can do it justice, but perhaps this can
be viewed as a trailer or a teaser. The full story
is both simpler and more profound. Going to see
a movie remains one of the most commonplace
things we do, yet by keeping the Film Series alive
all this time, UB has touched the lives of far too
many people to count.
So the next time you’re sitting in the Whittenberger
Auditorium about to enjoy a film, as the lights go
down, remember that you’re part of that rich history. UB started this tradition almost one hundred
years ago as one more way to unify the campus
and the community, and it’s still working.

Alumni Spotlight!
Crunching the Numbers
and Enjoying the Shows...
Want to know the story behind Gil Benbrook?
That’s simple: he’s a numbers guy—a very successful numbers
guy. After graduating from the IU Kelley School of Business,
Benbrook, BS ’86 (UB ’83-86), moved to New York City and was
quickly offered a job with Esquire magazine as an accountant.
He soon moved on to a production accounting position with
Rankin/Bass Productions, a company that produced many of the
stop-motion animated shows appearing on television in the 60s,
70s, and 80s.
The big move came in 1988 when he took an accounting position with MTV. Over the next 23 years Gil has accepted more
and more responsibility. Today he is senior vice president for
financial operations at MTV’s headquarters in Times Square.
He lives nearby in New Jersey where he and his partner, Scott,
enjoy the suburban pleasures of a home with a yard.
There you have it. End of story.
But of course that’s not the whole story. This narrow version
indicates Benbrook’s knowledge about the business side of
entertainment, but it doesn’t provide you with his vast storehouse of knowledge on the fun side of entertainment. The fact
is since an early age, Benbrook has been fascinated by film and
theatre.
He brought these interests to IU and quickly gravitated to UB as
a member of the Films committee. “Vanessa Voelz Keener, the
Films director my freshman year, was a senior soon to graduate,” Benbrook said. “After working with me for a few months,
she thought I could handle it. She encouraged me to run for
the board. I was eager to be the Films director, because I loved
movies. Here was a subject I was passionate about and a task
I thought I could do.” Benbrook ran for the board, got elected,
took the helm of the Films committee and steered the committee for the next three years.
Serving on UB allowed Benbrook to pursue his passion for film
and gain experience that would help him land a job in New York
straight out of college. “When I interviewed at Esquire, I had
more than just a résumé,” Benbrook said. “I had the budget
books from UB, including the film budget. I had the yearly film
schedules. I could show that I was in charge of all these commit-

Gil Ben

brook

tee members. I had experience with employees and volunteers.
That’s what got me the job.”
A more recent development in Benbrook’s life also has its roots
in UB. During his tenure as Films director, six different films were
being screened each week. He developed a habit at UB meetings of offering his “Pick of the Week” to his fellow directors.
This was his critical recommendation of the best movie to go
see that week. Benbrook had long forgotten about this until a
UB colleague brought it back to his attention around the time of
the Centennial celebration.
“A year and a half ago, Susan Paullin Nussbaum got several of us
to connect on Facebook,” Benbrook said. “I posted something
about seeing a movie or a Broadway show, and Susan said,
‘You know, Gil, whatever happened to your Pick of the Week?’ I
thought, “The Pick of the Week. I haven’t heard that in twenty
years.’ This prompted me to start writing little reviews and such
on Facebook, but Facebook really doesn’t give you that much
room to write, so with Susan’s urging, I ended up creating my
own blog for theatre and film reviews called Gil’s Broadway
Blog.” (To visit the blog, which racked up more than 15,000 page
views in the first three months, go to http://gilsbroadwayblog.
blogspot.com).
Benbrook reveals on his blog that he and Scott attend “about
80-90% of the shows that open on Broadway each year” and
watch tons of movies, so he clearly has no shortage of material.
“I’ve been amazed to discover how many people have visited
the blog, people from all over the world,” Benbrook said. “It’s
been a great way for me to share my love of theatre with family,
friends, and anyone else who’s interested.”
Gils’ Broadway blog is just one more example for Benbrook of
the impact that UB has had on his life. “Looking back now, I can
see that I didn’t have any idea how much UB was teaching me
at the time,” he said. “I think one of the best things is how you
learn without even realizing that you’re learning.”
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Alumni Spotlight!
Inspired by UB Memories...

Beth Loeb Davies Creates an Exciting Career Path
in Corporate Training and Development

b Davies

Beth Loe

The initial career track taken just out of college is not always

the right one. Case in point: Beth Loeb Davies, BA ’84 (UB ’8183). “Early on in law school,” Davies said, “I began to wonder,
‘Is this going to be right for me?’ People kept saying to me,
‘Oh, the practice is different.’ I wasn’t smart enough at the
time to follow up with, ‘But is it better?’” For Davies, it wasn’t.
She had chosen to pursue law because she felt more professional training was in order after graduating from IU with a
major in criminal justice and a minor in sociology. “I picked my
major because it interested me, not in terms of what I could
do with the degree once I graduated,” Davies said. “When I
graduated, I was thinking, ‘Now what? Who’s going to hire
me? What do you do with this degree?’”

“My starting point was always UB.” Davies was director of Kiva
one year and vice president the next. “I was clearly passionate
then. I was losing myself in my days. How could I recapture
that in a career?”
At first, Davies considered corporate event planning, but it
didn’t seem to give her the scope of challenges she sought.
Following up on a suggestion from a friend, she started looking
into corporate training and development, and that has proven
to be just the ticket. “Training has a lot of similarities to what
I did on UB.” It includes event planning, but there’s also the
content. “It was a way of coupling my UB skills with my desire
to help people and be involved, all within the
corporate world.”

After gaining her law degree from Stanford Law School in 1988,
Davies began a short-lived career as a lawyer in the San Francisco Bay Area. “I practiced law for 13 months and 22 days,”
she said. “I found that I was dreading every day. One Friday I
went home and was so relieved that the week was over. Then
I said to myself, ‘Wait a minute. There was nothing remarkable
about this week.’ I had no pressure deadlines. I had no conflict.
It was just a very easy-going week, as a week in law might go,
and I thought, ‘If I’m this miserable, I have to quit. I have to
go do something else.’ So I went in the following Monday and
gave my notice.”

“I came into the world of training and development as a novice and learned it on the job. I’ve now spent 20 years in various
capacities in training and development, honing that skill.”
Those 20 years started with a position at The Gap and have
included positions at Apple and Microsoft, as well several years
as an independent consultant. Just this spring Davies was recruited by Tesla Motors, the new electric car company. At Microsoft she was involved in training connected to the startup of
their retail stores, and she discovered then how much she likes
startups. That makes the position at Tesla particularly attractive. “Being part of a startup and doing something so environmentally important was really appealing.” “It’s a whole new
experience for me, because I’ll be working with the manufacturing team in the factory.”

The pressing issue then became what to do instead of law,
so Davies spent several months exploring options, trying to
discern where her true passions lay, and pondering how to create a professional life that was as satisfying as working for UB.

Davies took off in the wrong direction out of college, but she
corrected course, and she credits UB for providing a source of
internal guidance. “When I have to reorient myself, I go back to
UB. UB has often been a compass for me.”
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Alumni Spotlight!
Larry Jacobson’s Enthusiasm for
New Challenges Knows No Bounds...
“ I jokingly tell my friends, ‘There are three words you’ll never

hear me say—would’ve, could’ve, should’ve.’” This is how Larry
Jacobson, MM ’90 (UB ’88-90), explains part of his approach
to life. When opportunities arise, Jacobson pounces. As fate
would have it, some very intriguing opportunities have passed
his way through the years.
Q: You received a master’s degree from the IU Jacobs School
of Music in 1990 after getting an undergraduate degree in
music from the University of Maryland in 1986. Why didn’t
you attend IU as an undergraduate? LJ: I originally wanted
to do music in college, but my parents wanted me to pursue
liberal arts; right before I started classes my freshman year I
somehow convinced them to change their minds. During my
freshman year I considered transferring to IU.
I auditioned that spring and was accepted. I was torn, thinking,
“Do I really want to go to Indiana, this huge music school, or
stay a big fish at Maryland?” I decided to stay at Maryland and
it allowed me to do all the things that I wanted to do. When
I got to Indiana, I pursued a master’s degree in Jazz Studies
under my mentor Dr. David Baker. I also began studying drum
set with mentor and friend, the legendary drummer Kenny
Aronoff, who has played with John Mellencamp, John Fogherty, and many others.
Q: Why did you get involved with UB when you became a
grad student at IU? LJ: I started a band and I wanted to play
in Dunn Meadow like other bands were doing. When I discovered that UB was in charge, I thought, “Alright, I’ll join UB, and
that’s how I’ll do it.” I joined the concert committee, because
I knew they were booking the concerts in Dunn Meadow. The
next year, thanks in part to a letter of recommendation to the
UB selection committee from Kenny Aronoff, I became a director. I took charge of the Club Concerts committee and got all
wrapped up in Live from Bloomington. LFB has been very close
to my heart for all of these years. One exciting outcome of my
involvement with LFB was that I became a DJ for both WTTSFM and B97.
Q: You are now vice president of financial services at Universal Music Group. How did your career develop after you
left IU? LJ: As concerts director, I made a lot of connections

Jacobson with IU
Ja
Professor David B zz
aker
with agents in LA. Brett Steinberg of Creative Artists Agency
helped me get an interview with Vinnie Freda at MCA Records
and I got the job because I never asked Vinnie how much the
job paid. I was at work less than two weeks after getting my
degree from IU. I started in the MCA recording administration
department which oversaw all of the producer/artist advances,
studio time, engineering, and such, so I was involved with a
lot of the payment side of the recording budgets. I got to work
with some wonderful artists, such as Sean “P-Dity” Combs,
Don Henley, and Meatloaf. Within two years, I had become the
head of the department. Then I was assigned marketing, so I
was also in charge of videos, tour support, advertising budgets
and all of the payments related to that.
Around 1996 we had a changing of the guard at MCA Records,
which became known as the Universal Music Entertainment
Group. For the first time ever, I reported to a CFO. This made
me think, “I never took any formal business classes. I was a
music student. I’d better go back to school and get an MBA.”
So I enrolled at Pepperdine University’s executive MBA night
program in 1999 and completed a degree in 2003. In 2000, the
Universal Music Entertainment Group merged with Polygram
and became the infamous Universal Music Group (UMG). I
took the position of vice president of marketing administration
at UMG for North America. Today I’m vice president of financial services and I oversee accounts payable shared services,
recording and marketing administration, travel, and corporate
card services for all of North America.
Q: You were involved in LFB’s 25th Anniversary Celebration.
Tell us about that. LJ: The article in the JWS newsletter last fall
about LFB inspired me, so I reached out to Caroline Shurig and put
together an advisory committee with Don Luse, Mike Leonard,
Lee Williams, Brandon O’Leary, and Brad Wilhelm. I was even able
to track down John Plenge, the engineering student that recorded
the very first LFB album back in 1986. At the 25th Anniversary
event that we staged at the Buskirk-Chumley, Lee, Mike, Brandon,
Brad and Don introduced the acts, while Caroline and I emceed
the show. It was a phenomenal team effort that brought back all
the energy and excitement of the early LFB years. The venue was
packed. We couldn’t have asked for more. It was great to reconnect with everyone and be back in Bloomington.
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Honors, Awards and Accomplishments

Evan Farrell

Brandon Washington

Evan Farrell,

Union Board President 2011,
is a recipient of the Curtis R. Simic Onward!
Scholarship, awarded to Bloomington juniors
and seniors who demonstrate outstanding leadership and commitment to positive
engagement in the IU community .
The $1.3 million endowed scholarship fund
honors Curt Simic, president emeritus of
the Indiana University Foundation, for his
years of service to IU and his lifelong focus
on developing student leaders. Simic headed
the IU Foundation, from 1988 until his retirement in 2008.

UB’s Canvas Magazine

won three
First Place awards from Indiana Collegiate
Press Association in the following categories:
Literary Magazine Overall Design, Literary
magazine Cover Design, and Literary Magazine Singel Issue. Canvas also topped out in
4th Place in the Magazine of
the Year category.

Brandon Washington

, LFB
Director 2011, was inducted into the Alpha
Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma National
Honor Society on April 10, 2011. Brandon
will be a sophomore
in the fall of 2011.
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Kourtney Gray

George Thomas

UB Summer Internships
Rachel Elman (UB ‘08) and Clare Marshall
(UB ‘10) at the White House
in Washington DC

Lisa Wagner (UB ‘11) was at the Creative
Arts Agency in Nashville, Tennessee

Amanda Malkowski (UB ‘11) was working for
WPXI-TV, the NBC affiliate in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

Evan Farrell (UB ‘10, ‘11) worked for the
Target Corporation in Minneapolis,
Minnesota

Dan Haddad (UB ‘10, ‘11,), AJ O’Reilly (UB ‘10,
‘11), and George Thomas, Jr. (UB ‘11) each
worked in southern California’s
entertainment industry

Kourtney Gray

, Program Coordinator with the Office of Activities and
Events and Union Board, received the IU
National Panhellenic Council Advisor of
the Year Award in April 2011.

Caitlin Van Kooten IMU Dining Services

George Thomas, Jr.

, (2011 UB
Lectures Director), and his father, George
Thomas, participated in the St. Badrick’s
Foundation Shaving the Way to Conquer
Kids’ Cancer event in Bloomington on April
30, 2011.

Caitlin Van Kooten
Lauren Gowdy

(UB ‘08, ‘09)

(former assistant
director) were on the 1st place winning
women’s Little 500 Team this year.
Their team represented Teter residence
hall. For the second year in a row, Teter
Cycling became the champion of the
women’s Little 500 race with a time of
1:10.43. The victory capped an impressive
career for Catilin Van Kooten. Earlier this
spring, she defended her Individual Time
Trials title and won her second consecutive
Miss-N-Out.

IMU Dining Services

won first place
at the 2011 Taste of Bloomington held on
June 18 at the Showers Plaza located near
downtown Bloomington.

JWS CLASS NOTES

Alumni making a difference around
the world. What’s your story?

?

What ever happened to...
What have YOU been up to since leaving IU and Union Board? Please send us a note
about what you are doing and how your UB experience matters in your current life.
Who knows, you may end up in a future Alumni Spotlight! Use the form on the back
page of this newsletter or email us at jws1909@indiana.edu.

IMU Bookstore, 1967

1967

Jerry E. Abramson, ‘67-68 UB DIRECTOR

BS ‘68

After serving five terms as Mayor of Louisville, Kentucky,
Jerry E. Abramson, BS ‘68, retired on January 3. During his
tenure, he helped transform the city into an international
shipping hub by expanding and modernizing the airport
and luring UPS — and more than 20,000 jobs — in the city.
Abramson also oversaw the revitalization of Louisville’s
downtown area, helping the city to modernize while retaining much of it’s historic character. In recent years, Louisville has garnered numerous accolades, including Most
Livable City in America, one of the country’s 25 Best Places
to Retire, and one of the Nation’s Safest Cities. Abramson,
who was Union Board director in 1967 and 1968,
lives in Louisville.

Union Open House

1993

You!

2001

Elizabeth Lewis Baney, ‘01, ‘03 UB DIRECTOR
BA ‘04, JD ‘07

Washington, D.C. based B&D Consulting has promoted
Elizabeth Lewis Baney to vice president. B&D consulting
is a national advisory and advocacy firm and a division of
the international law firm Baker & Daniels. Baney, who
joined Baker & Daniels in 2007 as an advisor, is also an
associate lawyer with the firm. She focuses her practice
in insurance and health industries and provides strategic
council to trade associations, not-for-profit organizations,
corporations, governmental entities, and individuals on
matters related to federal government action. Baney,
who was Union Board student director in 2001 and 2003,
also advocates for clients on Capitol Hill and with the
Executive Branch on issues relating to the insurance,
health, and life sciences industries. She lives in Alexandria, Virginia.

Leslie Swathwood, ‘93 UB DIRECTOR
Jason M. Swathwood, ‘93 UB COMMITTEE MEMBER
, BA ‘94

BS ‘94, JD ‘97

“After practicing law and building several business ventures,”
writes Jason M. Swathwood, “I am now helping others buy
and sell businesses. Most importantly I am enjoying spending
time with my family.” Swathwood was a Union Board committee member in 1993. His wife, Leslie (Puccinelli), BA ‘94, (UB
Director ‘93) is a marketing and advertising executive and and
event-planning specialist with over ten years of experience
in planning weddings, private social, corporate, and public
events. The couple lives in Westfield, IN.

Lydia S. Roll, ‘03 UB DIRECTOR

2003

, BA ‘01, BA ‘04

“I am currently wrapping up a stint teaching English in
Seoul, South Korea. In August I will be starting a new
position as an English instructor at Bilkent University in
Ankara, Turkey.”
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John Wittenberger Society

900 East 7th Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47405

John Whittenberger Society Board
President Brent Pieper (‘95, ‘96)
Vice President Trena Depel (‘92, ‘93, ‘94)
Board Members
Michael Baer (‘64, ‘65)
Julie Rowlas (Hon ‘02)
Michael Gosman (‘99, ‘00)
John Malkin (‘83, ‘84)
Susan Paullin Nussbaum (‘82, ‘83, ‘84)
Robert Shula (‘56, ‘58)
Ex Officio
Debbie Lemon
Bruce Jacobs
Robert Meyer
Evan M. Farrell (‘11)
Winston Shindell
Thom Simmons

IU Alumni Association

Executive Director J Thomas Forbes (BA ‘90, MPA ‘96)
Deputy Executive Director Debbie Lemon (BS ‘77)

John Whittenberger Society

Union Board Alumni News Fall 2011
Volume 31, No. 1

The John Whittenberger Society Newsletter is
published twice a year to encourage alumni
interest in and support for Indiana University.
The newsletter is paid for by the John
Whittenberger Society and in part by duespaying members of the IU Alumni Association.
Designed by IMU Marketing with contributing
writer Bruce Lilly.
For information about the John Whittenberger
Society, e-mail jws1909@indiana.edu and visit
www.jws.indiana.edu.
Find us on Facebook under John Whittenberger
Society.

JWS Alumni
Dear Friends,
What have YOU been up to since leaving IU and Union
Board? Please print as much of the following information as you wish. Updates are used in class notes or for
Alumni Spotlights. Mail to the address above or e-mail
to jws1909@indiana.edu.
Mail to the address above or email
jws1909@indiana.edu.
2011 Contact Information
Name........................................................................................ Date. ..............................
Preferred Name. ........................................................................................................
Last name while at IU...........................................................................................
IU Degree(s)/Yrs(s)..................................................................................................
University ID # (People Soft) or last four SS #..............................
Home Address.............................................................................................................
Home Phone. ................................................................................................................
City...........................................................................State............... Zip. ........................
* Home Email................................................................................................................
Company Name. ........................................................................................................
Business Title................................................................................................................
Business Address......................................................................................................
City...........................................................................State............... Zip. ........................
* Work Email..................................................................................................................
* Home Page URL......................................................................................................
* Please indicate clearly upper and lower case.

Mailing Address Preference .................Home ................Business
Email Preference .................Home ................Business
Last Name while at IU..........................................................................................
Spouse Name. ..............................................................................................................
IU Degree(s)/Yr(s).....................................................................................................
Your News........................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................

